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Abstract

Sometimes we don’t do what we think we ought. Such failures are readily com-

prehensible when ignorance or compulsion are at work, but trickier when the agent

does not suffer from either. Philosophers have puzzled over situations involving the

latter where an agent acts freely and intentionally against his best judgment, such

as when I go to visit my friend even though I retain the judgment that I should stay

home and work. Here my going is a weak-willed action, and many have tried to un-

derstand how an action could be intentional or free if the reasons weigh up against it.

Thus skepticism about the possibility of such actions. In this paper I approach this

problem by expanding the theoretical horizon. Rather than comparing weak-willed

actions to cases where an agent effortlessly transmits his judgment into action, I com-

pare weak-willed action to its more intuitive counterpart: actions involving strength

of will demonstrated through willpower. This necessitates a discussion of willpower,

which I argue is the operation of extended deliberation.
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1 Introduction

In everyday business, we regularly have reason to say that someone has lost their nerve,
ome don’t

like

business.

affairs?

Life?

given in to temptation, or lacked willpower, and the occasions for such judgments are richly

varied. For example, I may get to the track and decide to run five miles, but then, toward

the end of mile three, go back on my decision and decide that three is good enough. Here
is stick to

my guns

too cliche?

Some have

not liked it.

I fail to stick to my guns, or as others have said, I revise my commitments too easily. 1

In other situations, I may wrestle mightily against temptation but eventually succumb as

when I go to the refrigerator for another coke while silently mouthing to myself “I shouldn’t

be doing this.” In this situation my judgment that having a coke is a bad idea does not

reverse, but rather stays in force even as I violate it. Lastly, I may act against my best

judgment without even trying to put up a fight. For instance, I may judge that staying

home in Boston and working would be better than visiting my friend in Hartford, and

though I could stay, get up and walk to my car anyway, without a hint of struggle.

Philosophers have taken this collage of irresolution and extracted only a single problem

from it, a problem about the possibility of so called “weakness of the will.” The phrase

is deceptive because though it seems that my will could be considered weak in all of the

scenarios I listed, philosophers have reserved the term “weakness of will” and more specif-

ically “weak-willed action” for only the latter scenario, when I ostensibly act freely and

intentionally against my best judgment about what to do. 2 I follow that terminology.

In its traditional guise, the problem of weak-willed action has two parts and both involve

the apparent necessity of an agent’s best judgment for free and intentional action. 3 For

example, a computer cannot produce truly random numbers because a random number

cannot be generated by a rule, and computers can only produce numbers in accordance with

a rule (rules they were programmed with). In the same way, humans can only intentionally

produce action in accordance with a judgment about what to do, but weak-willed actions

are unguided by a judgment. So, it seems that weak-willed actions cannot be intentional.

At the same time, a free action also seems to be one that is responsive to a judgment, but

again, a weak-willed action is unaffected by an agent’s judgment that he should not be

doing it. 4 Given these two problems, some have concluded that weak-willed actions as we

know them are ruled out by theories of intentional and free action. 5

But maybe the dominant approach is causing more problems than its solving. Rather

1Holton (1999)
2See e.g., Walker (1989: 653); Mele (1987: 282-283); Kennett (2001: 4); and Bratman (1979: 154).
3For an excellent summary of these debates, see Walker (1989)
4Watson(1975)
5Watson (1977); Pugmire (1982); Bishop(1989)
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than theorize about how weakness of the will is possible in an attempt to avert a single

philosophical error (I say error because our current philosophy seems to deny us something

that is so obviously present), it might be more productive to start positively by thinking

about strength of will as exhibited by willpower and then returning to weakness in due

course. That is my approach.

Nietzsche once wrote that “Willing seems to me to be above all something complicated.”
6 I agree, and take this statement to be a starting point for one goal of this paper: to think

about the will without shortchanging its complexity. In what follows, I argue that current

theories of motivation do not have the resources to understand the exercise of willpower.

In response to this inadequacy, I develop a new theory of motivation that has two parts.

First, perceptions of value replace desires as the fundamental unit of motivation. Second,

deliberation serves as an indirect way of changing perceptions of value, allowing for the

possibility of willpower. With an account of willpower in hand, weakness of will becomes

comprehensible as a situation involving a judgment about what to do that is unaccompanied

by a perception of that action’s value. In other words, we are weak-willed when we know

in an intellectual sense what to do, but we cannot see the value in doing it. If we could

successfully exercise willpower, we could gain a new vantage point from which to support

our judgment and to banish the perception that conflicts with it.

2 Motivation and Willpower

In this section, my goal is to undermine a view of motivation that places desires at the

base of its theoretical architecture. There are two steps. First I try to identify the most

important characteristics of willpower and then I look to see if a desire theory of motivation

can accommodate them. I claim that it cannot, and that its failure to do so is one clue

that something interesting is happening when an agent exerts willpower.

There are two distinctive elements to willpower. One is the psychic friction associated

with trying to do something you “don’t want to do,” and the other is the way that willpower

requires focusing on the judgment in question.

The first is a commonly cited feature of willpower in everyday life. An agent sets

out to take action as the result of deliberation or practical reasoning, but then finds out

that his motivational balance is tilted against his conclusion. He may, in response to his

reluctance, just give up, or may steel himself to the task, refocus, and attempt to generate

new motivation. Sometimes the exertion of willpower will succeed in generating sufficient

6215
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motivation – a further characteristic of willpower – but even when the exertion of willpower

is unsuccessful, there is a characteristic reluctant, grinding feeling, like two glaciers sliding
glaciers?

Ok or too

much?past each other. Gritted teeth and sensations of discomfort and pressure are common. In

fact, these feelings are so familiar to us that we often take advanced action to head off

willpower-testing situations when we see them coming, like betting a friend that we will
is like ok or

should it be

“such as”follow through or removing certain options ahead of time.

The other important characteristic of willpower is the way a judgment presides - even

dominates – over its exercise. Normally, if I want to call my friend, I walk to the phone and

dial. In such banal circumstances, it’s hard to say anything happens in my mind at all. I

just call, end of story. In any case, as I’m walking to the phone and then as I’m dialing,

my mind is free to do other things. I could be thinking about the weather, tossing a tennis

ball to myself, or anything else. Not so with willpower. Pretend I have to make a call

that I’m dreading. As I’m gathering the willpower to go through with it, other concerns

are crowded out and my focus is on my judgment in favor of calling and the reluctance

to actually do it. My attentional world is taken up with this clash of forces. If I were, at

this juncture, to think about my paper or pick up a tennis ball, I would be distracted. I

would put the phone down and my attempted willpower would evaporate, almost as if I

were snapping out of a trance.

The controlling presence of a judgment can be seen even more starkly in situations

involving the exercise of willpower over an extended period of time. Pretend that I’ve

been dragged to a wedding that I don’t want to be at. I’m tempted to stand near the

food with my back to the other guests, but I consider this to be rude, and so decide to

be a good guest and socialize. Throughout the evening – if I stick with this intention –

my decision will hover over me, interposing itself between perception and action (such as

when I drift toward the snacks). I will also see everything differently. When I see the bride

and groom, I’ll say to myself “I really should congratulate them,” when someone else –

someone who was happy to be at the wedding – would simply walk over to them with a

spontaneous intention. In fact, the entrenchment of judgment that is required for willpower

is probably why its very hard to be a good guest solely by using willpower. A good guest

just enjoys himself and doesn’t need to continuously check his actions against his decision

behave properly. 7

If these are two recognizable features of willpower, then there is a question of how

far existing theories of motivation can go in accommodating them. Here I will focus on

the adequacy of the roughly Humean view that an agent is composed of a constellation

7Bratman (), unlike me, calls willpower that is expended over time an intention, but he too calls

attention to the controlling presence of the animating judgment in guiding subsequent action.
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of desires, each of which provides motive force as well as some conceptually elaborated

object that the motivation is directed toward – what the desire is aimed at. Desires are

differentiated by there objects as well as their relative intensities, which determine what the

agent will do when a list of options engages different desires. The relative strength of two

competing desires, say the desire to eat something sweet and the desire to eat something

healthy, determines whether I take the ice cream or decide to look for something healthier.

The most important aspect of this theory for this paper though is the original source

of desires. On one view, what I’ll call the conservative view, desires are exogenous inputs

to the agent’s actions and are only contingently related to judgment. Desires circumscribe

a motivational space, and judgments about what to do, depending on one’s theory, can

either wander outside of it or be dependent on its boundaries. If the former, an agent could

make a judgment that oversteps his available motivations thus preventing action. If the

latter, judgments must be limited in scope because built from the materials that desires

provide. 8 On either variant of the conservative view though, desires are not connected to

judgment, and my claim is that this prevents an adequate understanding of willpower.

In broadest terms, my argument against the conservative view’s inadequacy depends

on the type of conflicts that desires are capable of creating. If motivation is provided

by separately existing desires then a conflict of motivation must be a conflict of desires,

and conflicts of desires, no matter how intricate, cannot generate the characteristics of

willpower. The failure of the conservative model prepares the way for the modifications I

make in the next section.

Treating willpower as the clash of two closely matched desires is the natural way for

the conservative view to model willpower, but it’s not a satisfying approach, because such

conflicts happen all the time and they don’t involve the right type of struggle. Pretend

that I have an intense desire to go for a walk, but also a desire to stay in and read. What

happens? I submit that there is no struggle in acting on the winning desire, though there

may be uncertainty in deciding which activity to pursue. I may go back and forth about

what to do, but in doing so, I am frozen, thermometer-like as I try to read “what I’m in

the mood for.” Once the stronger desire asserts itself though, there is no struggle, and

certainly no reliance on my judgment to egg me on. Another suggestion would be that

willpower occurs when one desire suddenly gains in intensity over another, resulting in a

flip flop of motivational priority. Perhaps I didn’t want to make my troubling call, but

then underwent a shift in desire. As my desire to make the call surged and then passed by

8Donald Davidson (2000; ) takes this approach and claims, in his famous P2, that decisive motiva-

tion cannot come apart from judgment. As many have noted, this also makes the most challenging and

interesting cases of weak-willed action impossible. See e.g., Kennett ()
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my countervailing desire, I experienced reluctance followed by the action of dialing. Again

though, this seems to be a false description of how exogenous changes in desires happen.

Usually when our desires switch rapidly, we experience a quick and tame volte face. I’m

carrying a sandwich back to the couch but then look down, find it unappetizing, and turn

around and put it back in the refrigerator. No struggle. And when our desires change in

strength over longer periods of time, it’s even harder to see how they could be associated

with willpower because of how such slow shifts sneak up on us. We just notice one day

that we don’t feel like eating our favorite desert or re-reading our favorite novel. Lastly,

there is nothing about changes in desires that require us to focus on the judgment that

they accord with. The whole point about changes in desire is that they don’t come with

any discomfort: “I used to hate waking up at five am to run, but now I like it.”

There are other suggestions too. Maybe willpower results from the birth of a derivative

desire from its parent desire, or maybe each person (or maybe just most people) has a

desire to do-what-I-judge-best or maybe it comes from a first order desire being opposed

by a second order desire not to act on the first. 9 Rather than chase the argument down

these paths, I want to offer a general response, which is that willpower seems like a clash

of two types of motivation, whereas conflicts of desire, no matter how fancy, are conflicts

between like entities that differ only in strength. Once one desire wins, there seems to be

no reason for hesitation, or for a judgment to again enter the picture.
should I do

more here?

Or is the

generaliza-

tion of the

argument

clear?

What I propose then is to adopt a more liberal view of the effects of deliberation on

which new desires can be created and the strength of existent desires can be altered, merely

by deliberation. Thomas Nagel argues that some types of deliberation can produce desires

and so motivation on their own. I will be arguing something similar, that deliberation,

with the aid of willpower, can create new desires. Willpower can be thought of as the birth
is this

helpful, or

too

rhetorical?
pains of non-derivative motivation.

To reach the liberal model, I tweak the conservative model from two directions. First,

I reform our understanding of motivation. The model I described above labels them as

desires, but I will label them as perceptions of value and change the way they function

accordingly. Second, I will alter our understanding of deliberation and further clarify the

way that willpower works.

9Harry Frankfurt is the main proponent of this approach. See Watson (1977), who points out that

desires, regardless of their object, are still just desires. Thus, explaining conflicts of willpower seems

impossible. See also Kennett (2001; 61-71) for a discussion of many-ordered-desire accounts of weak-willed

actions.
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3 Two Adjustments Toward the Liberal Model

Our perception of the world contains physical objects that we seamlessly manipulate and

navigate, but it contains much more that isn’t physical. For example, we perceive space

via depth perception. Time is also present in perception. A school age child can you tell

you that time seems to move slowly on Friday before the end of school and much faster on

Sunday as the weekend rushes to a close. And once we realize that perception is packed

with things other than physical objects, there is no obstacle to supposing that values can be

found in perception as well, and that some actions are justified by these value perception.

There is a strong similarity between this approach to value and some debates in episte-

mology. Beliefs, because they represent the world with words arranged in a propositional

fashion, can easily stand in inferential relationships to each other. Thus, beliefs can justify

other beliefs unproblematically, but a chain of support between beliefs can only extend so

far before our beliefs run out and we are confronted with perception. There is a question

then about how the world, which does not seem to be given to us in words (conceptually),

can attach to the train of word-to-word inferences that links our conceptually elaborated

and conceptually explicit beliefs.

Some like John Mcdowell 10 deny that the world is not given to us conceptually, and

so have no trouble explaining how inferential relationships can jump across the supposed

chasm between perception and belief; the relationship is word-to-word after all. Others

however, argue that though perception is not conceptual, it does represent things, which

is to say it has content. They claim there is non-conceptual content. 11 For both of these

approaches though, perception acts as the ground floor for theoretical reasoning. For action,
Some have

found this

paragraph

confusing,

how clear

is it?

desires are supposed to perform the same function, acting as the fundamental ground for

practical reasoning. However, the Humean model gives desires conceptual content and

claims that they are arbitrary features of the agent’s psychology, whereas the approach I’m

taking moves practical reasoning closer to theoretical reasoning by doing away with desires

and replacing them with perceptions of value in terms of non-conceptual content. 12 In
is it

appropriate

to express

gratitude to

a prof.

where you

footnote

their

paper?

what follows, I try to make the case for this replacement by considering some examples.

One often overlooked place where value plausibly enters perception is humor. Take this

Navajo joke cited by Jerry Palmer in his study of humor:

A Navajo man out hunting is surprised by a rainstorm and takes shelter in a

cave. After a while a coyote does the same, and doesn’t notice the man. The

10Mind and World
11See, e.g.., Heck (2000) and White()
12These issues are discussed at length in White()
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man goes up to the coyote, approaching him from behind, and speaks to him.

The coyote falls down dead. 13

I don’t find this joke very funny. Why not? Well, I don’t “get it,” and I think this

phrase is important. What is there to get, and what does “getting it” consist in? My

answer is that when we get a joke, we directly perceive its humor in the same way that we

see chairs and table. Many platitudes about humor bear this out. Just as we have a sense

of touch and a sense of sight, we have a sense of humor, and like eyesight, we speak about

the good sense of humor that some people have, while freely commenting about others who

have a trouble seeing the lighter side of different situations.

Notice also that humor is very resistant to conceptual elaboration. Of course, one

may not get a joke because of a lack of understanding. Someone who doesn’t know what

a lawyer is will obviously not be amused by lawyer jokes, but even with all the available

conceptual information, there is something else - a something that I claim is non-conceptual

- that makes or breaks a joke (and of course some jokes don’t involve words at all). For

example, when I read the Navajo joke above, I understood how the joke worked. I knew

that the coyote symbolized cleverness, and that the joke was designed to create absurdity

by juxtaposing the coyote’s symbolic role in Navajo culture with his surprised position, but

nonetheless I didn’t find the joke funny, and this is because this information only helped

me see how the joke was constructed, which is different than finding it funny. I did not see

its humor, though I did see how it could be humorous to someone with the right set of life

experiences.

Palmer, after explaining the role of the coyote in Navajo culture writes these revealing

sentences, “Once we are told this [about the coyote’s role in Navajo culture], we can proba-

bly see why the Navajo would find the story funny, but even with this information it seems

difficult to imagine someone brought up outside this culture actually being amused by the

story. What is missing is not simply a piece of information...but an entire culture” (150).

What Palmer calls an entire culture, I want to simply call a group of experiences. It’s a well

known fact that people find different things funny because of their life experiences. A sense

of humor is closely related to a personality because it works by connecting accumulated

life experiences to new situations. A great example is a joke that someone else does not

find funny, to which you reply “I guess you had to be there.” Why did they have to be

there? Again, the answer I think is that jokes are experiential and connected closely to

what’s happened to us - jokes about specific moments draw on knowledge that cannot be

accurately represented in a description of what happened no matter how detailed. When

13Palmer(1994: 150)
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do successfully deliver a joke, we are pointing out a scarce-explored region of our value

perceptions (like searching for hidden pictures) that both we and our conversational part-

ner share. The realization of formerly hidden features of a shared evaluative terrain is why

jokes bring people together.

And lastly, think about inside jokes that are only shared among a group of people,

often close friends. Just as the Navajo joke is funniest to those who inhabit a shared value

landscape (a culture in Palmer’s words) an inside joke is funniest to a group of friends who

share a culture writ small.
what about

“writ

small’?The connection between the perception of value and action can be seen more generally

as well, by examining a series of examples used by virtue ethicists to illustrate the difference

between acting virtuously and merely acting in accord with virtue. John McDowell writes

that “If someone needs to overcome an inclination to act otherwise, in getting himself to act

as, say, temperance or courage demands, then he shows not virtue but (mere continence).”
14 Bernard Williams makes a similar point with his “one thought too many” example,

and Michael Stocker also argues that a person who cheers up his friend out of duty has

introduced judgment where there should be a simple, intuitive, concern for his friend. 15

What all these examples have in common, I think, is that they express the belief that

the value of some relationships come from the perceptions they afford rather than the

responsibilities associated with them. According to Stocker for example, a true friend

simply sees the importance of visiting his sick buddy and does not need to reason his way

to that conclusion.

These last examples involving friendship are not meant to be exclude the possibility of

desires animating Williams’ excessive deliberator or Stocker’s friend. Rather the point is

to show that perceptions of value are a suitable replacement for desires in many influential

examples involving value and action. I have only partially made the case for thinking

that desires should be replaced by perceptions of value; the rest of the argument turns

on whether preferring them to desires can account for willpower and weakness of the will

in a way that desires cannot. The rest of the paper tries to complete the argument by

explaining the theoretical virtues of this route.

At the end of the previous section I said I would make two revisions to the conservative

Humean view. With a new understanding of the basic building blocks of evaluative rea-

soning in place – perceptions of value rather than desires – we can turn to willpower and

then to weakness.

14(1979; 145). Interestingly, McDowell also talks about virtue as a “a sort of perceptual capacity” (1979;

142).
15(1976; 74)
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For willpower to be possible, practical reasoning must be capable of generating moti-

vation. Does it have this power? Humeans answer that it does not because motivations

are not rationally assessable and so do not respond to our practical judgments unless those

judgments have exogenous motivational support (i.e., there is a desire that corresponds to

the conclusion of the practical judgment). But once we see that motivation is related to

perception, things are different.

The reason why is that perception is theory-laden, meaning that what we see – what

is given in perception – is partially determined by what we believe. Here are two simple

examples. People who unknowingly drink the same wine twice report a better taste when

they believe it costs more 16; their beliefs about its quality actually change their perception

of it. Another example is song lyrics. We may listen to a song and get the lyrics wrong,

and then discover our mistake by later looking them up. Once we know what the lyrics

are, we actually hear the song differently. This happened recently to me when I thought

the lyrics for a song were “burning through” when it was really “bulletproof.” Knowing

the true lyrics, I just hear “bulletproof” now.

Perception of objects and sounds are only conceptually sensitive to a degree. In the

situations involving ambiguous figures, a whole new scene is not put before the viewer,

rather what one is thinking about can only influence what one sees to the degree of selecting

between the possible ambiguities of the figure. Or take the M’́uller-Lyer illusion. Just

thinking or knowing that the difference in line length is only apparent does not result in

us ceasing to see the two lines as apparent.

My claim is that perceptions of value are much more conducive to conceptual influence so

that what we’re thinking about (in conceptual terms) can influence what appears valuable

in a very robust way. I may, when tempted by wrongdoing, think about what an authority

figure that I respect would say if she could see me. Such a thought may by way of theory-

laden perception, change the way I view the situation and replace the temptation with

a new value perception in favor of abstaining from the wrong. This type of reversal is

common, and there existence is a symptom of the possibility of willpower; of a change in

thinking resulting in a change in motivation.

A persistent Humean would be right to intervene at this point. Just because what

I’m thinking about can influence the values I perceive does not show that deliberation has

anything other than a serendipitous effect on motivation. I might strike upon a though by

dumb luck that results in a new motivation, but such an undirected process is hardly worthy

of philosophical interest. There is still nothing approaching a connection to rationality or

judgment that willpower requires.

16http://www.pnas.org/content/105/3/1050.full
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What’s worse, the Humean could press his original skepticism about deliberation’s abil-

ity to produce motivation. He might say, “Fine, thoughts can bring motivation in their

wake, but thinking about something is an action and so requires motivation. If it does,

then a judgment that one should do something cannot, by itself, spur motivation without

the help of some desire such as a desire to ‘think about the action recommended by my

judgment in such and such a way.”’ The threat here is dire. If the Humean is right then
is dire too

theatrical?

willpower is impossible as I’ve sketched it.

A response is available by noticing that the way in which practical deliberation ra-

tionally mandates certain thoughts about means. First though, consider plans that are

self-defeating. A child who wants to fall asleep before Christmas Day in order to wake

up to his gifts cannot simply tell himself to go to sleep, because this brute force method

will keep him up. At the most the child could try counting sheep, which might indirectly

lead to sleep. Thought suppression is another example. If I’m trying not think about

the tastiness of a marshmallow in front of me, then my best bet is to try and get caught

up in some other train of thought, because simply trying to suppress the thought of the

marshmallow’s tastiness necessarily brings the thought with it. In specifying what I must

not think, I think it. 17

On the flip-side, there are patterns of thought that are not self-defeating by rather

self-fulfilling, and the relevant examples for the problem at hand are judgments. If I

judge that I should think about a delicious salad, then I have already succeeded at doing

so. Humeans may be right that thinking is an action, but judgments about what to think

automatically cause the specified thought to be thought, for it is contained in the judgment.

The possibility of automatically attainable judgments is, via theory-laden perception, a

connection between rationality and motivation. Take a normal situation in which I judge

that going to the store is what I should do. I then start trying to decide what route to take,

but discover on the internet that the highway to the store is closed for repairs. Faced with

this obstacle I am rationally required to take one of the following two courses of action: I

can either search for a new means, or judge that all the other available means would raise

the cost of the trip to unacceptably high levels and so change my judgment about going.

What I cannot do is keep my judgment in favor of going to the store but fail to devise a

way to get there.

With these two observations made – the rationality of means combined with the self-

fulfilling aspects of judgments about what to think – willpower can be understood as a

17Studies about willpower confirm that telling subjects not to imagine the tastiness of a tempting marsh-

mallow is much less effective at helping resist the temptation compared to telling subjects to think of

something else, see Mischel and Metcalfe ().
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special type of reasoning about means. Imagine that I’ve reached a judgment to make a

call that I suspect will be unpleasant, and that my judgment in favor of the call does not,

by itself, spur motivate me. I have two choices if I am practically rational. I can abandon

my judgment about the call or I can search for a new means to make the call, which in

this case requires finding new motivation. How do I do that? Well, I can try to think

of a thought that will spur my motivation, and since judgments about what to think are

self-fulfilling, merely deciding on the means is the same as executing that that strategy. So

at first I might judge that I should think about how guilty I will feel when I don’t make

the call. By making that judgment, I, in a self-fulfilling way, do think about my guilt if I

don’t make the call. Perhaps this doesn’t work and I stand motionless; the prospect of guilt

doesn’t motivate. Well then again I face the choice of continuing to search for a means to

picking up the phone or giving up the whole enterprise. If I keep searching for an effective

means, then I will engage myself in puzzle about myself; about what makes me tick. This

search is the reason willpower feels like such a chore and why acts of willpower require the

constant presence of a judgment. When trying to solve a math problem or understand a

complicated idea, we have to focus in order to gain a way into the issue. Willpower is just

the exercise of this capacity when it is directed toward the problem of our own perceptions

of value. When we exert willpower, we are running through various means and testing

whether they trigger a new perception of the situations value. Because any thought at all

might trigger a new perception of value, we are free, in searching for means, to think of

anything. Rationality in the form of means ends harmony lays down a procedure we must

follow, but within that framework, we are free to think anything.

So we can see that deliberation is rationally connected to motivation after all. If we

make a judgment and are not motivated by it, we are rationally required to either give

the judgment up or to find a means to execute it. If we press on and try to find a means

to execute it, we are reasoning indirectly about our perceptions of value; we are trying

(through a kind of trial and error process) to find a thought that will alter our perception

of the situation. This is taxing work, but when it’s successful, we create a new perception

of value (just as new thoughts can create a new object of vision in ambiguous figures) which

serves as motivation. After willpower has done its work, the value landscape of the world

has shifted and then so has our motivation.

Let me quickly review the steps of my argument so far. I argued first that for willpower

to be possible, deliberation must be able to produce motivation in a practically rational

person 18 Humeans deny that deliberation has such a power and so deny the possibility of

18See Korsgaard (1986) and compare with Russell (2006), who expresses skepticism about how rationality

itself could be motivating. A side effect of my arguments in this section is to support Korsgaard’s position
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willpower as I’ve characterized it. In response I argued that if desires are replaced with

perceptions of value, then deliberation can create motivation. The reason for deliberation’s

power is that sticking with judgment about what to do rationally requires finding means to

accomplish the task, and deciding on a means necessarily involves thoughts, and thoughts,

through theory laden perception, can change which values we see. An agent has no rules for

discovering the thoughts that will motivate him, but a dogged attempt to discover them

can sometimes be successful, and when it is, the agent learns something about himself

and consequently is able to change the values he perceives. After a successful exercise of

willpower, the agent sees the value of an action and go forward with it.

4 Weak-Willed Action

With a completed theory of willpower in hand, we can see what progress has been made in

understanding weak-willed actions and what still needs to be done.

So far, I have concentrated on the causal aspect of action, which I have been calling

motivation, and whether it lines up with the action that agent takes to be justified. When an

agent acts without a judgment, justification and motivation line up in virtue of a perception

of value. The agent perceives the value in taking some action and is motivated to do it.

When an agent successfully exerts willpower, justification and motivation again line up,

this time in virtue of a judgment. The conclusion of the judgment is what the agent takes

to be the justification for performing the action and successfully reasoning about means

(willpower) is able to create the necessary motivation.

Since motivation can only come from a perception of value, it can separate from justifi-

cation when a judgment fails to create motivation, i.e., when willpower fails. When I look

at a M’́uller Lyer illusion (two lines of equal length that appear to be different in length

due to the opposite-pointing arrows attached to the ends of the lines), I know that the

two lines are actually the same length and so do not take my perception of their being

different in length as justification for actually believing that they are different in length.

Nonetheless, I have no control over the fact that the lines, despite my familiarity with the

illusion, appear to be the same length. I am forced to see them as the same length even

though I take myself to be justified in believing that they are not.

The same thing can happen for action. I may judge that my value perception in favor

of hurting my friend is illusory, so that it provides no justification for my so hurting her.

Still, I may, if I cannot draw up the required motivation, be forced to hurt my friend.

and defend it against Russell’s skepticism.
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Here I take myself to be justified in doing one thing even as I’m forced to do another. Is

this break between justification and motivation an example of weakness of will? No, it

cannot be, because a weak-willed action is supposed to be free, not compelled. At most, a

failure of willpower results in a case of compulsion; the agent is forced to act despite taking

herself to have no justification in doing so. The real difficulty of weak-willed action has

now become apparent. It is not enough for judgment and motivation to separate because

the result is just a case of compulsion, not weakness. For weakness to be possible, not only

must motivation most oppose judgment, but the agent has to take herself to have some

justification to act against the judgment. In other words, it’s easy to see how an agent

could be caused to act against her best judgment – such cases are instances compulsion.

The harder question is: how can an agent take herself to have justification in acting against

her best judgment? Before giving my answer, I want to make the difficulty more precise

and explain why it’s so severe.

Before making a judgment about what to do, there is some preparation that must be

completed. First, an agent must survey the situation and and answer two questions: what

are my options and what are my concerns?

If I’m late to work and need to decide on how to get there, I have to come up with

the options I’m going to seriously consider. Presumably I can rule out many options very

quickly: I can’t run to work and I can’t take helicopter, the former because it’s unacceptable

for reasons of speed and comfort and the latter for reasons of impossibility. I just don’t

know where I can get a helicopter. Of course, my list of options are always in flux and I

may add or subtract from my list as my deliberation continues.

I also have to come up with a set of considerations. If I’m thinking about buying car,

some concerns might be cost, convenience, and environmental effects. Again, the list might

change as I think more about the situation. I might add physical fitness (if I usually bike

in absence of having a car) and I might subtract vanity (if I realize that this concern is

illusory).

All in all, I have will have some set of concerns and some set of options, and I can make

many different judgments, each one relativized to a set of these concerns and a set of these

options. If, in the car example, I’m choosing between buying an SUV (x), a sedan (y), or

nothing (z), and I’m concerned about convenience (a), environmental damage (b), safety

(c) then I could make the following relative judgments.
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(1) Between the sedan and the SUV, insofar

as safety is important,I should buy the sedan.

(x, y, c — y)

(2) Between the sedan, the SUV, and no car,

insofar as safety and environmental damage

are important, I should not buy anything.

(x, y, z, b, c — z)

(3) Between the sedan, the SUV, and no car,

insofar as safety, environmental damage and

convenience are important, I should buy the

sedan.

(x, y, z, a, b, c — y)

None of these judgments conflict with each other, since they are made relative to dif-

ferent considerations and options. The fact that I would choose the sedan in (1) does not

prevent me from judging that I should buy nothing in (2). Of course, (1) and (2) do not

represent my best judgment about what to do because they leave out options and/or con-

siderations that I deem relevant. In (3) however, I do make a judgment that is relative to

all the options and considerations that I take to be relevant. (3) is my all-things-considered

judgment about what to do, and once made, it monopolizes the justification available to

me. Once I judge that, considering all the options and all the considerations that matter

to me, I should buy the sedan, there is no way I can see justification in doing anything else,

because by my own lights, any other judgment leaves out options or considerations that

are important. The point is not that my other judgments are now somehow invalid, but

that they are incomplete and hence irrelevant to the situation I find myself deliberating

about. Notice that this matches easily with how deliberation actually takes place. I may

make many different relative judgments, some in favor of buying the SUV, some in favor

of buying the sedan, and some in favor of buying nothing, but I will be undecided about

what to actually do until I make a judgment that takes into account everything that I take

to be relevant. 19

Up to now, I’ve been using the somewhat vague term ‘best judgment,’ but now that

we can see that an agent’s best judgment should at least be considered her all-things-

considered judgment (it might be something stronger, like an unconditional judgment); a

judgment that results in the agent being unable to see justification in doing anything else.

Practical questions are settled by an all-things-considered judgment. Now, things could

change. I might discover a new consideration or a new possibility, but if I did, then my

19A concerned reader might know that for someone like Donald Davidson, an all-things-considered-

judgment does not settle what the agent should so do. That honor is reserved for an unconditional

judgment. Many have wondered that
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formerly all-things-considered judgment would become obsolete, and in acting against it, I

would not be weak-willed, I would be only reconsidering in the light of the new information.

Weakness occurs when an agent reaches an all-things-considered-judgment and acts against

it, even though nothing has changed and the agent did not reverse the judgment. Again,

the question is, how is this possible?

With an appreciation of the problem, I want to suggest a way to get past it. We some-

times use shortcuts in reaching all-things-considered judgments like ignoring unavoidable

costs. Pretend that I’m trying to decide where to go for a long weekend. I can drive to New

York or to Hartford, but both destinations require that I pay the toll for driving west from

Boston on the Massachusetts turnpike. I would rather not pay this toll, but since both

of the options require it, I can exclude it from further deliberation. My choice is between

toll-New York and toll-Hartford; the cost of the toll does not distinguish between the two

destinations and so cannot help me to decide which one to visit. Assume that I choose

to go to New York when faced with the unavoidable toll. If I then find out that I can

go to Hartford (but only Hartford) without paying the toll, then my all-things-considered-

judgment in favor of New York would not prevent me from seeing justification in now going

to Hartford (because the previous judgment did not include no-toll-Hartford as an option),

but I would not be acting weakly because circumstances have simply changed and what

was my-all-things-considered judgment is now just a some-things-considered judgment.

Now consider what happens when I have a value perception that my judgment is not

worth acting on, or more precisely that “it would be valuable to act against my all-

things-considered judgment, which is the same thing as “it would be disvaluable to act

in accord with my all-things-considered judgment.” I will call such perceptions judgment-

undermining perceptions. Such perceptions would act like the unavoidable toll from the

previous example. Whatever I judge it best to do, there will be a toll attached to the action,

which is that it is in line with my best judgment, and so worse for that reason. But since

anything I judge will have this cost, all options have this cost, and so this value perception

can be neglected in trying to decide what to do. If I’m trying to decide whether to go

to New York or Hartford, I am really facing the choice of going-to-New-York-in-line-with-

my-judgment or going-to-Hartford-in-line-with-my-judgment. Since both of these options

share the cost of being in line with my judgment, I can deliberate about which city to go

in my normal way, based on the features of the cities. For the purposes of reaching an

all-things-considered judgment, judgment-undermining perceptions don’t change anything.

To continue the story, I next judge, all-things-considered, that I should go to New York.

After all, whatever I judge will have the cost of being in line with my judgment, and so

I don’t need to dwell on that aspect of my decision. On the road to New York though,
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I perceive the value of resisting my judgment and so veer toward Hartford. Do I violate

my judgment by my change of direction? No, because my judgment was made relative

to a set of options and considerations that have remain unchanged. My original list of

considerations included my judgment-undermining perceptions and it excluded the option

of going to Hartford against my judgment and so did not decide the issue of whether it was

better to go to New York in line with my judgment or to go to Hartford against it.

Return briefly to the toll example to see a crucial difference between judgment under-

mining perceptions, and judgments based on ordinary impossibility. If, not knowing about

a non-toll route to Hartford, I judge in favor of going to New York, but then on the way,

see the free road to Hartford and take it, I have not acted weakly, because I have, in the

moment of seeing the free route, added a new option to the set that the judgment was

made relative to. When I left my house for New York, I was acting under the assumption

that taking a non-toll road to Hartford was impossible, but upon seeing the road, I know it

is possible, and so my old judgment is made obsolete. By contrast, in the situation where

I go to Hartford in response to a judgment-undermining perception, my old judgment does

not become obsolete because it was made with the knowledge that I could go to Hartford

spontaneously. Nonetheless, when I made my original judgment in favor of New York and

when I turn toward Hartford, the option of going to Hartford spontaneously cannot be

entertained. In fact, that option can never be entertained in judgment.

There are some actions that simply cannot be performed as a result of judgment, and

cannot be the conclusion of judgment, not because such actions are physically impossible,

but because they are barred by the very structure of judgment. When a course of action

cannot be considered in judgment despite being possible for the an agent to perform spon-

taneously, the resulting judgment cannot exclude justification for that very action. When

I veer toward Hartford, I take myself to have justification, which is my value perception in

favor of defying my judgment, an action which cannot ever be ruled out by judgment.

When I veer toward Hartford, my judgment remains and I act against it (in fact it must

remain in place otherwise I could not see the value of opposing it). It is my all-things-

considered judgment about what to do, but it’s just that, a judgment, and in this case it

is not what I think I have the most reason to do; I don’t have a decisive reason to follow

my judgment.

One response to this argument is that it’s just a philosophical gimmick. The idea of a

perception of value that has the agent’s own judgment as its objection may seem forced

and unhelpful, but I think there is a decisive reason not to dismiss the argument on those

grounds, which is that the phenomenon supports my interpretation strongly. What else

is weakness of the will other than the perception that our judgment somehow does not
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matter? When we act under compulsion, we find ourselves pulled in a direction we don’t

want to go, but when we act weakly, the heart of the phenomenon is that we find our

judgment correct as far as it goes, but that there is something irrelevant about it. We

sweep our judgment aside without being able to find any fault with its conclusion. On

my account, this is exactly what happens. When we act weakly, we act in response to a

judgment-undermining perception which casts doubt on the value of judgment itself. Our

original judgment is not called into question since nothing has changed since we made it,

but it is nonetheless not justificationally controlling.

Furthermore, this account of weakness links up with the account of willpower that I

started with. When we act weakly, the set of options available for judgment is smaller

than the set of total actions the agent could undertake (since many actions contrary to

the judgment can be undertaken spontaneously), and the mismatch is the result of a value

perception directed againts the agent’s judgment. The agent cannot judge themselves out

of a situation of weakness, but the exertion of willpower, as we saw earlier, is capable of

actually changing what values the agent perceives. The upside is that an agent can avoid

weakness by making judgments in such a way that, through theory-laden perception, help

the agent see the value of following her own judgments. To avoid compulsively smoking,

an agent has to reach a judgment in favor of not-smoking that helps her see the value

of not smoking. To avoid weakly smoking, the agent must reach a judgment in favor of

not-smoking that helps her see the value of following her judgment generally. Someone

with strong willpower is capable of generating perceptions of value that coincide with her

judgments. To avoid weakness though, an agent must not only be able to see the value in

the specific actions that she judges to be worth doing, but also to see the value of her own

judgment taken as a faculty. Weakness is countered by the agent who can see the value of

her own rationality or create that perception from their judgmental processes.

5 Conclusion

Questions about weak-willed actions abound. Are they irrational? Do they deserve to

be met with criticism? How are they intentional? I have not tried to answer any of these

questions. Instead, I argued that motivation for actions is provided by perceptions of value.

Judgment on the other hand arbitrates between various perceptions of values and helps the

agent reach a conclusion about what to do. When perceptions of value concern only the

specific actions in question, the agent’s judgment is justificationally decisive and settles, in

the agent’s eyes, what there is justification to do.

Settling the question of what to do and actually doing it are two separate tasks. When
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an agent is able to create new perceptions of value to match with the justificatory results of

judgment, then she is motivated to do what she deems most justified. This is the exertion

of willpower. When willpower fails though, the agent is pushed to act at odds with what

she takes to be most justified. Compulsion is the result.

Weak-willed action is more complicated, because not only does the agent lack the mo-

tivation to follow her best judgment, but because her best judgment is not justificationally

decisive. A judgment, simply by being a judgment, may not be able to take into account

some actions that the agent is physically able to perform. When an agent is struck by a

judgment-undermining perception, she sees the value of contravening her judgment and so

has justification for performing an action that her judgment is not able to rule out. The

only remedy for such perceptions is again, the exertion of willpower which, if successful,

will help an agent at risk of weakness to see the value in their own judgment. If this is

accomplished, then practical deliberation will again be able to pass judgment on all of the

actions that it is physically possible for the agent to perform and the agent’s judgment will

again decide questions of justification.

Questions:

1. Is the use of examples ineffective. Some have pointed out that the argument is being

carried by examples and not much else?

2. I use myself a lot in examples rather than introducing a fictional puppet like “Paul”

or “Liz.” However, I wonder, does this make my paper seem self-centered or sollipsistic?

This is just a question of tone I think...

3. gendered pronouns...any standard way to do things?

4. what is the format for an essay in a book or a section in book, but published

previously as an essay in a journal. I have it two ways...
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